UHSAA THEATER MEET FLOW CHART
This is to assist all theatre teachers in knowing when changes will be taking place and how to get involved.

UACTT was created 7 years ago with the suggestion by UHSAA. UHSAA stated that theatre did not have good representation, communication, and that the rules and handbook were severely out of date. They needed a body of teachers that would represent the entire state and help update and communicate with all theatre teachers and UHSAA. UACTT then became the representing body and was given permission by UHSAA to represent state teachers and make changes to improve our theatre meets. We invite you to get involved by coming to the meeting in April as well as participating in the Google doc. We want to be as open and transparent with changes as we possibly can.

JANUARY
Region and State Representatives
Conference call with UHSAA. Your representatives receive all changes made to the handbook and any other news involving the theatre meet

MARCH AND APRIL
REGION AND STATE THEATRE MEETS are held

END OF APRIL
AT THE END OF APRIL, UACTT will hold a meeting to discuss UHSAA business. We will discuss each classifications concerns and changes they would like to see. We will then make small suggestions for modifications and changes based on classification requests. If a major change is brought to UACTT, this will go into a vote the following year to all classifications. If it is voted yes, the rule would take affect the following year. The UACTT board will vote small changes only. However, if you want to be involved in these small changes, get involved please!
**MAY**
In May, a Google Doc will be sent out to all State High School Theatre Teachers with the proposed changes. This will allow teachers to put in their feedback and have open discussion about proposals.

**End of May**
All data will be collected and UACTT will make decisions based on feedback. This will be given to UHSAA.

**JUNE 1ST**
Changes are submitted to the UHSAA, Head of Theatre, to propose to the UHSAA Board and Principals.

**JUNE 13**
The UHSAA Board and Principals meet to discuss and vote in any changes made by teams and activities.

**END OF JULY**
The Book of Rules is printed and in effect for the upcoming year.